Name:________________________________________________
Date:________________________

Historical Non-Fiction Independent Reading Project
This project is designed to encourage you to look at a piece of historical non-fiction, through the eyes of the author or subject. Please
choose a historical non-fiction text from the list OR of your choice with approval by Mr. Matos or Mr. Miller. This Reading Project
will count as a test grade for Term 1.
DUE DATE: Tuesday, September 6, 2022.
Your projects must equal AT LEAST 60 points.
*If your project adds up to MORE than the required points, you can possibly earn bonus points!

10 point options
Promotional Book Tour Poster. Create a poster that advertises for people to come to a book signing and book reading for your text by the author. Included
should be a brief look at the cover, some review quotes, and picture of the author.
Movie recommendations. From all the movies you’ve seen in the last couple of years, pick five you would recommend t hat a historical figure from your book
see. Give a brief summary of each movie and explain why you think the historical figure should see it.
Super hero comic book cover. Take one of the historical figures from your book and create a comic book cover where they impersonate a known super hero
or villain. Make sure the character is clearly taking on the role of a specific hero or villain. Look for examples of comic book covers for inspiration.
National monument. Create a plaque or statue that symbolizes an event or figure from your text so people can glorify the event or the character’s actions.
Twitter thread. Create a twitter thread of at least 10 tweets (can be real and printed or can be created by hand/Microsoft Word) that explains your opinion of
the text you read, with details, critiques, and recommendations.

20 point options
Movie pitch. Write a pitch for a movie script that you will attempt to sell to a movie studio. It should not be a whole script, but instea d, parts of a script that you
are using to sell the movie studio to buy the rights to create the movie.
Album/record/playlist. Create an album from current or older songs that could be enjoyed by someone reading the text. Each song should be somewhat
relevant or related to the topic, theme, or events of the text. Each song needs to be explained as well for reasoning. Think of this as the “soundtrack” to the book.
15 songs minimum.

Product pitch. Select a modern day product that a figure from your book would sell if given the opportunity. Think about the motivations and actions of your
historical figure (or any figure related to your book) and have them sell a product that they would endorse. For example: Abr aham Lincoln in an advertisement
for Dollar Shave Club.
Historical Monument petition. Write a petition to the National Parks Service and the Department of the Interior about getting funding to create a national
monument regarding a figure or event in your text.
Petition letter. Write a letter to the Massachusetts Department of Education demanding that your text be required reading in history classes i n high school.
Make sure to explain why it should be required reading, including what students would gain from rea ding it, and how it can be used in the curriculum of history
classrooms.

40 point options
Historical Drama/Comedy Credits: Create and/or perform (on video) the intro credits for a new TV drama or comedy of the book you read. For example, if
you read Mark Kurlansky’s Big Oyster, create an opening credits for a TV drama about the issues written about in the book. (See: opening credits for The Crown)
Graphic Novel. Create a fully formed graphic novel that artistically demonstrates the book’s pivotal moments, scenes, and people. Your graphic novel does not
have to cover the entire extent of the book (one or two chapters are fine) but should be fully detailed, truthful, relevant, and convey the meaning of passages and
arguments made by the author.
Art. If you are artistic, create a piece of art that represents either a scene from the book or something related to the topic of the book Include with the art piece a
paragraph that explains your artistic choices and how they relate to the book’s events or figures.
Kids book. Write your historical text in a kid friendly way, creating a kids book that informs the children of the story you read, but m ay leave out details that
are too complex or violent for children to understand. Pictures are a must —you aren’t B.J. Novak.
Walking tour. Create a tour, complete with guided notes, in a small book, that takes a learner on a walk around an important location in yo ur text. The tour
must be about something in your text and should include notes, images, and recommendations.

Rubric
For this project, each component you complete will be graded holistically out of the assigned point value. Each
component’s points will be added together to form your grade on the project.

The following criteria will be considered for every project component:
● Completion/Professionalism
● Creativity
● Effort
● Depth of information from the book

Name: _____________________________________
________________________________

Project Component

TOTAL: ______/60

Excellent! Above and
Beyond Expectations - A

Book title:

Good Work! Meets all
Expectations - B

Missing Something Approaching Expectations - C

Needs Work - Below
Expectations - D/F

Book list
You can obtain these books from a variety of locations: Amazon, ABE Books, or any other online retailer. You can obtain the a udio book if you
desire via Audible. Additionally, if you want a free digital or audio version they may have some available through the Boston Public Library or
Brockton Public Library, you just have to sign up for a FREE library card then you can have access to the books. Research the subject matter and
the page length and make a decision that is best for you.
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